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40% of UK gambling adverts contain the message



Industry-funded evaluation of the message



Our first study



Our first study

37.8% bets 41.3% bets

500 participants betting on FA Cup final
9 different £0.10 bets per participant

participants can either bet, or keep the bonus
payoffs linked to eventual outcomes & 

bookmaker’s odds



Industry critiques

Message used omitted Gambleaware and 18+ logos

Financial stakes were insufficient

Participants did not use their own money to gamble



Industry response



Experiment 2 & 3 methods

£3 bonus each for completing an earlier task

Participants can keep the whole bonus, or gamble as much as 
they want

Updated messages used from industry website

Experiment 2: Online roulette game (N = 1,500)

(no message, yellow message, black-and-white message)

Experiment 3: Football betting platform (N = 1,000)

(no message, yellow message)



Experiment 2 & 3 methods



Experiment 2 & 3 methods



Experiment 2 & 3 preregistered analysis

Bayesian zero-one inflated beta regression

Dependent variables:

Gamble at all?

Gamble everything, if one gambles?

What proportion gambled, if not 0% or 100%?



Experiment 2 results



Experiment 3 results



Conclusions

Three experiments show “when the fun stops, stop” message variants do 
not lead to decreases in concurrent gambling behaviour

The strongest effect in each experiment was a trending “backfire” effect, 
and the only “significant” effect at the 95% credibility level was a backfire 
in Experiment 2, proportion of money bet  

Independent evaluation is an important part of safer gambling message 
development
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